Date:       June 18, 2012

From:      Bart Stepp, PE, Public Works Director

To:        All Bidders

Attention: Addendum #1 for the 2012 Woodland Paving Project

The bidding and construction documents for the 2012 Woodland Paving Project are modified in the following manner.

1) On the transverse edge of overlay sections or where overlay sections abut gutter, the cost of edge planing will be included in pay item #12, HMA Cl. ½” PG 64-22 (2” overlay sections). The minimum width of edge planing shall be 3’. Longitudinal edges not abutting a gutter do not require edge planing provided existing drainage flows are maintained with a 2” overlay. Some areas that have curb but no gutter may require planing to maintain drainage to existing catch basins.

If you have any questions please call Bart Stepp at Woodland Public Works at (360) 225 -7999.

Sincerely,

   Bart Stepp
Bart Stepp, PE
City of Woodland
Public Works Director